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Abstract: Due to the high complexity of their application and process landscapes a large number of today’s
companies, particularly multi-national enterprises acting on a global scale, are challenged by an increased lack of
transparency with regard to their fundamental information objects. The paper at hand introduces a method that is
intended to remedy this lack and ensure consistency among information objects on a conceptual level as a first vital
step for designing an Enterprise Information Architecture. The scope of the method is not limited to a one-time
effort, but rather constitutes an iterative approach for a continuous perpetuation and improvement of a consistent set
of defined information objects. The whole method is designed for application in the context of large-scale
companies that, due to their size and international scope, dispose of a certain complexity and inconsistency in regard
to their information objects.
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INTRODUCTION
Motivation
In today’s companies, particularly multi-national enterprises acting on a global scale, historically grown
systems and application landscapes, as well as processes that are not harmonized and consistent, are
nothing unusual. Problems arise when systems (and even employees) need to communicate with each
other across their functional boundaries (formed e.g. by line-of-business, region etc.), i.e. when
information is exchanged across processes and organizational units. Examples for such requirements are
manifold, ranging from post-merger business integration to hybrid product strategies combining physical
products and services from multiple lines of business. What is needed in situations like these is a common
language and, hence, unambiguously and consistently defined entities that represent essential objects of a
company’s environment, such as vendors, customers, product hierarchies etc. [25]. Or, as [5] put it: “A
key challenge of data quality is an incomplete or unclear set of semantic definitions of what the data is
supposed to represent, in what form”.
Transparency, as one of the pivotal terms of this article, describes the need for identifying the
fundamental information entities an enterprise works with and for enhancing their common
understanding. The term reflects the goal to give answers to the core questions regarding a company’s
Information Architecture, namely:
• Which information does a company work with?
• Who is responsible for the information?
• By which processes is the information used?
• Which applications access the information?
• How is the information exchanged between different applications?

The identification and description of essential information objects and their main characteristics (be it in a
model or a glossary) constitutes a first important step towards answering these questions, particularly the
first four of them. Therefore, the transparency on information objects is the basis for further analysis with
regard to the Information Architecture, most notably the application architecture and the information
flows between applications, having direct influence on data quality and data integration issues [34]. The
elaboration of a Corporate Data Dictionary (CDD) in which all information on these entities is stored is a
critical contribution to achieving lasting improvements in the quality of data [10] by facilitating the
optimal creation, use and sharing of information by the business. In contrast to traditional data
dictionaries, a CDD is intended to store business metadata for which still little support is available [38]
rather than technical metadata.
Although a number of frameworks exist in the field of enterprise architecture and metadata management
that describe constituent artifacts, an organization-wide architected approach how to identify missioncritical information entities and describe them unambiguously is still missing. The Open Group
Architecture Framework (TOGAF) for example specifies which descriptions, models and principles are
needed for the transition from an as-is to a to-be architecture, however, there is no clarification how to
proceed in order to obtain these artifacts as the procedure models is too generic [30].
The paper at hand provides a methodology that tries to fill this gap considering approved approaches and
concepts in the research field. It shows how metadata repositories (such as a Corporate Data Dictionary)
can be employed for increasing transparency on the company’s information entities and presents a method
– that we call METIO (Method for Establishing Transparency on Information Objects) – that enables an
organization to successfully create and, most notably, keep transparency on and consistency among
business relevant information objects with the help of metadata. The method we developed in our
research intends to respond to the requirements to provide reliable and consistent information on a
company-wide level and to assign dedicated roles for an organization’s essential information entities [19].

Research Approach
The research follows the principles of design science which state that useful solutions must be obtained
through the design and evaluation of models, methodologies and systems [43]. The particular focus lies
on the construction of deployable artifacts, such as models and methods, that serve practitioners for
solving real-world problems [20, 22]. In our case, the deployable artifacts consist of a method and a
corresponding tool (the CDD) for storing the information object definitions that are elaborated with the
help of the method. According to design science, our research provides both solutions relevant for defined
business requirements (in terms of a method) and contributes to the advancement of the scientific body of
knowledge by building on and extending established concepts [16].
The context of our research is set by an applied research project, which is being conducted in
collaboration between a university and a number of industrial partner companies. Over a timeframe of
two years, the consortium project focuses on the development of methods, tools and best practices to
support Data Quality Management. Development of the proposed method METIO involved both
university researchers and subject matter experts from the partner companies interacting tightly over the
project duration. In the course of the collaboration, an action research approach was followed in order to
provide the researchers with a detailed and continuous flow of information on the research subject and its
context [8]. This necessitates a long-term involvement of the IS researcher who plays a helping role
within the project by using his own scientific expertise to perform a diagnosis of the problem in the
practitioner’s setting and identify some appropriate actions [4, 20]. It accounts for the fact that complex
social systems in which humans interact using information technologies can only be understood by
inducing change and observing the effects of such intended change in a real-world organizational setting
[3, 26]. Although both design science and action research presume intervention in a real world, we see the
latter as being context-specific (e.g. in a certain enterprise) and utilize the iterative five step action
research process recommended by [3] consisting of 1) Diagnosing, 2) Action Planning, 3) Action Taking,
4) Evaluating, and 5) Specifying Learning mainly for problem diagnosis and artifact evaluation. This

process is accompanied by a design process in which the method and the tool are elaborated based on the
findings of the action research studies.
The two real-life cases in which we conduct our action research are described in the section “Action
Research Studies”. Their contribution to our research is twofold: Firstly, they represented the starting
point for identifying the company-specific problems and requirements and, therefrom, deriving the
procedure model of the method as the essential result artifact of our research. Secondly, the cases enable a
real-world application of METIO, allowing for a comprehensive evaluation of the method and,
consequently, significant findings for further improvement.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: the subsequent section provides the conceptual
background for our research by firstly outlining a synoptic definition for metadata based on respective
literature and secondly delineate the central terms used within this paper. Thereafter, we give an overview
on the action research approach pursued and describe the projects which form the collaborative
environment for the development of METIO in more detail. The following chapter contains the METIO
methodology in more detail and, based on a peer literature review, derives how information objects can be
unambiguously defined. The paper closes with a short conclusion and the outlook for further research.

BACKGROUND
Metadata
Metadata can be defined in general as data that describes other data (their meaning and properties) [7]
demarcating them from other data types, such as transaction and master data. More precisely, we use the
term to determine important characteristics that need to be known for either database and application
engineering [13] or the general, semantically unambiguous understanding of data within the enterprise.
Metadata, accordingly, facilitates the identification, retrieval, use and management of data as they allow
an organization to better understand its data sources and definitions [24]. [41] summarizes their function
by “seeing metadata as the means by which the structure and behavior of data is recorded, controlled, and
published across an organization”. The most comprehensive definition is provided by [23] who describes
metadata as “all physical data (contained in software) and knowledge (contained in employees) from
inside and outside an organization, including information about the physical data, technical and business
processes, rules and constraints of the data, and structures of the data used by a corporation” [23]. The
significance of this definition derives from its strong business orientation that we pursue in this paper as
well. Herein, we utilize metadata in the form of attributes that need to be defined for specifying syntax
and semantics of each information object.
Due to their high semantic content, metadata are the fundamental components for the design of
information object models as well as Corporate Data Dictionaries, serving as an original source for the
definition of data elements [9]. By maintaining information about the source of data, their (change)
history or responsibility, metadata facilitates the challenge of keeping data consistent, accurate and
complete. And high quality data, in turn, is pivotal for enabling service-oriented business applications
[25], for helping to increase the validity of strategic decisions [37] and allowing high regulatory
compliance [14]. Moreover, they enable a time- and cost-efficient way of retrieving, managing,
evaluating and using appropriate information through precise queries which increases the confidence of
users in data and augments the decision-making quality [23]. The semantic content is essentially provided
by standard (textual) definitions of the according data entities. Metadata management denotes the
assignment of these definitions to data as well as their maintenance in a centralized metadata repository,
such as a CDD [12].

Definition and Classification of Basic Concepts
As stated in [19], the definition of an Information Architecture for improving the quality of management
decision making constitutes an essential process within IT governance and management. This includes
among others an Enterprise Information Architecture Model in which the applications and information
flows are being mapped as well as “the development of a corporate data dictionary” in order to facilitate a
common understanding of data amongst IT and business users [19].
In the Corporate Data Dictionary we describe information objects, i.e. entities, with the help of metadata
(see previous chapter). We deliberately want to constrain the scope of the CDD to a limited number of
vital entities being described therein in order to preserve a reasonable size and to avoid unrealistic
expectations of creating a single data model or an overarching set of universally-understood concept
definitions that have already failed in the past [32].
Referring to information objects, we would like to clearly demarcate the concept at this point of the paper
from related terms, such as business objects and data objects. Within this paper we position business
objects on a process level representing the input and output of business tasks, e.g. the entities that are
exchanged within and between business processes. These business objects are relevant to business experts
and generally described (if at all) in a simple textual form or an enumeration of their constituent attributes
– similar to the business object description proposed by [33]. The definition contains a coarse-granular
description of characteristics relevant from a business (process) perspective. Data objects on the other
hand, are technical representations of these business objects on a system level. In most cases these entities
are mapped in a more formalized way and contain more technical attributes, such as data types, field
lengths etc. The process- and application-specific views on of both business and data objects respectively
cause ambiguity and lead to a m:n relationship between the process-specific variants of a business object
and the number of different data objects representing the business object on a system level. Addressing
this problem, we include an additional level in between containing information objects that constitute
business relevant entities on a logical level. This information object layer represents a layer of reference
on which process-specific business objects and application-specific data objects are mapped. Information
objects are described with their semantics as well as structure (consisting of relationships to other
information objects) and go beyond purely business-oriented definitions. They are mapped and described
with their entire set of attributes and consequently represent an integrated, cross-applicational view of
both business and data object characteristics. By contrast, data objects are application-specific storing a
subset of characteristics of the corresponding information object [35].

ACTION RESEARCH STUDIES
Automotive Manufacturer
Company and Problem Presentation
The first action research study refers to the Passenger Car Group division of a global automotive
manufacturer with a turnover of € 99.4 billion in 2007 and more than 270,000 employees worldwide. The
business factors with impact on data management mainly derive from the overall corporate profitability
targets. They materialize in the need for common reporting structures to allow for comparison of different
locations and in the constant requirement to reduce selling, general and administrative (SG&A) costs.
Among the reasons for current shortcomings in data management meeting the requirements is the
complexity of the application architecture. In the past, application planning was accounted for on plant

level, i.e. various business units were responsible for the task, leading to a total number of more than
2,000 applications in operation. Today, with integrated business processes that span multiple units,
difficulties occur with mismatching definitions of information objects, unclear source systems for certain
data objects, and numerous point-to-point connections between different application systems.
Apart from that, with continuing demands to reduce SG&A costs, the cost for IT has to be reduced as
well. However, with the current lack of transparency regarding the relationship of information objects to
business processes as well as application systems, consolidation of the system landscape is not an option
as it is not clear which systems hold redundant data or data critical to the business, and which systems
serve which business processes.
As a response to that, part of the architecture planning initiative is an effort to create transparency
regarding information objects, especially with regard to their relation to business objects used in business
processes and to data objects held in application systems.

Pursued Approach
The high complexity of the company’s application and data architecture lead to the awareness that a
possible solution for increasing transparency should be constrained to a manageable pilot process in a first
step. Consequently, in the initial Diagnosing phase we identified the Customer Order Process as the most
appropriate for our goals as it satisfies the defined requirements, namely to span over multiple
organizational units (purchasing, production, customer service etc.) and several information systems (as a
lack of transparency becomes notably evident beyond functional boundaries), to possess limited
complexity, and to be well defined. During the Action Planning phase we jointly worked out a first
procedure model in expert discussions and determined work packages as well as relevant contact persons
for necessary interviews.
We started the identification process of the relevant information objects (Action Taking) by analyzing the
existing process documentation in close collaboration with Business Process Engineers who have a sound
knowledge of the whole process across functional boundaries. This, firstly, enabled us to understand the
entire process and, secondly, elaborate an initial list of process critical information objects with their
assignment to corresponding process segments. Thereafter, we validated and detailed this first set of
entities in several interview rounds with subject matter experts from the different business divisions
involved in the Customer Order Process. In order to concentrate in the following definition process on the
essential information objects only, we used the classification scheme provided by the Storage Networking
Industry Association (SNIA) to prioritize the entities to be defined. The SNIA classification scheme
distinguishes five categories (from “Not Important” to “Mission Critical”) [40] that can be adopted for
business data classification. Simultaneously, we worked out a metadata model1 together with the project
team including all relevant attributes for a comprehensive and unambiguous description of each identified
information object. Based on this metamodel we prepared an interview guideline and an information
object description template for the interviews that we conducted.
During the interviews with the different departments the different views on the identified entities were
aggregated to a holistic information object description. Problems with differing or even contradictory
understandings for some of the information objects were resolved in consolidation workshops with
representatives from the corresponding business units. After finalization of these consolidation workshops
– that are still under way – the specification of each information object will be stored in the company’s
architecture management tool whose structure for information object definition was adjusted to the
metadata model presented in this paper.

1

The metadata model as well as its derivation is described in more detail in one of the later sections.

Public Infrastructure Operator
Company and Problem Presentation
The second case refers to a European national railway network operator. The company – being part of an
international transport and logistics group – is 100 percent state-owned; among its major business
functions is the maintenance, repair and renewal of infrastructure assets such as tunnels, bridges and
tracks. With more than 42,000 employees the company generated an overall turnover of approximately €
4 billion in 2007.
There are two major business requirements with impact on the management of so-called infrastructure
data, i.e. master data describing infrastructure assets. First, new regulations lead to a change of the
monetary endowment from the public authorities for infrastructure maintaining purposes. In the past, the
money was approved basically on a case-wise basis whereas nowadays a lump-sum strategy is
established. The yearly amount is directly related to the quality of infrastructure data, i.e. on the ability of
the company to provide accurate, consistent and timely information on the number and maintenance
status of the national infrastructure assets. The second business driver is of operational nature. The
majority of maintenance and construction activities require involvement of virtually all business functions
such as construction planning, timetable-planning, asset management, maintenance etc. However, due the
traditional line and staff organization, the business functions are poorly integrated leading to long cycle
times, lots of manual rework, high process costs through double-work and a lack of transparency on the
operational status of infrastructure assets. With regard to data management, the disintegration of business
functions results in a lack of an integrated view on and responsibilities for information objects leading to
ambiguous understandings of commonly used entities. Due to these challenges the company is
undertaking an initiative to establish a common infrastructure data management aiming at the increase of
transparency of the fundamental information objects and at efficiency gains in the data management
domain.

Pursued Approach
The identification process of the essential information objects pursued at the company was likewise as
described in the first action research study. However, as a first learning of the experience made during the
other project the information flow analysis on a process level was enhanced by an analog analysis of the
application architecture in order to identify data objects that should ideally correspond to the identified
business objects from the process level (Action Planning). This enabled us to get our attention on the
discrepancy between the processes and the applications supporting them. Again, the analysis was
deliberately constrained to one single process, in our case the reconstruction of a train platform.
In several workshop sessions with process owners and line managers from concerned departments during
the Action Taking phase we were able to clearly describe the whole process as well as the business
objects exchanged between and used within process segments using an information flow analysis. For
mapping these information flows, we based our approach on the notation for designing Information
Product Maps (IP-MAPs) which was proposed by [10, 36] for systematically mapping the manufacturing
process of information products. An extract of the resulting information flow chart is depicted in Figure 1.
After having identified the applications that provide data for the different business process segments, the
corresponding application owners began with the identification of the interfaces and data objects stored
within their applications and exchanged between them based on existing system diagrams and data flow
maps. Due to the relatively low number of identified information objects a prioritization was not
considered necessary.
With regard to the description of the identified information objects we pursued an iterative process, based
on an initial verbal description of the term to be defined, comparable to a simple glossary entry. Theses
entries were stored and could be modified in a relatively simple way via the company’s internal wiki. The

rationale behind this approach was to facilitate employees to get involved in the definition process and
therefore, increase contribution from different departments that might have diverging understandings of
an information object. Thereafter, based on these verbal definitions a common definition could be derived
in a concerted process and the necessary attributes for each entity according to the metadata model could
be specified leading to a comprehensive Corporate Data Dictionary.
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Figure 1. Information flow diagram for the process “Reconstruction of Train Platform” (extract)

DESIGN OF A METHOD FOR ESTABLISHING TRANSPARENCY ON
INFORMATION OBJECTS
The action research studies described in the previous section provided essential insights for our goal to
define a methodological approach for identifying and unambiguously describing a company’s essential
information objects. These insights were further enriched by an in-depth literature research on established
methods for system analysis and engineering. As a result, we integrated both theoretical findings [2, 39]
and best practices from solution providers in adjacent fields. The entire specification of the method
incorporates the definition of all constituents of a method according to the Method Engineering [15, 21],
among others a precise description of each activity, the responsible roles2 and techniques for achieving
the required results that has been left out in this paper due to space limitations.
From the two action research studies described in the previous section we derived the following
requirements for our method:
2

A shortened presentation of the roles necessary for our method can be found in the next section.

•
•

•
•

•

Distinction between information object identification and definition;
Combined top down and bottom up approach, comprising the analysis of entities on a process level
(business perspective) and a system level (application perspective) in order to guarantee
consistency between these layers and a common understanding of data amongst business and IT
users;
Both identification and definition of the information objects are highly iterative processes
necessitating several rounds of interviews and workshops to be conducted;
Iterative approach with regard to the scope of application (from a single process to company wide
application) which accommodates the fact that it is illusory to create an overarching set of
universally-understood concept definitions ad hoc and therefore advisable to “standardize in small
granules” [32];
Appropriate tool for storing and maintaining information object definitions.

Procedure Model
Based on these findings, and backed by the theoretical knowledge gained from desk research, Figure 2
illustrates the overall procedure model for establishing company-wide transparency on fundamental
information objects.
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Figure 2. Overall procedure model

The roles that are used within the METIO method (and in the following as well) are adopted from already
established roles in the field of Data Governance [6, 12, 13, 42], that defines roles and implements
corporate-wide accountabilities for Data Quality Management. Three of them are of particular interest
within METIO and are therefore briefly introduced [42]:
• Corporate Data Steward (CDS) who puts data quality relevant decisions into practice, enforces the
adoption of standards, helps establish data quality metrics, standards and targets;

•

Business Data Steward (BDS) who details corporate wide data quality standards and policies for
his or her area of responsibility from a business perspective;
• Technical Data Steward (TDS) who provides standardized data element definitions and formats,
profiles source system details and data flows between systems.
The responsibilities and tasks have been adopted as far as possible and extended by aspects specific to the
definition and harmonization of information objects [24], as Metadata Management is considered as a
pivotal task of Data Governance.
The process starts with the identification of relevant information objects. This first step has to be executed
in a combined top down and bottom up approach that allows for integrating essential entities both from a
process and a system perspective. The most substantial entities derived from these analysis tasks are
either data objects without an equivalent business object on a process level, or, the other way around,
business object with no analogue data object in a company’s IT systems. Moreover, business objects with
multiple representations on the system level constitute further entities relevant for consolidation. For the
purpose of a revelation of these misfits, a consciously separated execution of these two business tasks is
recommended. This two-sided approach aims at ensuring a common understanding of terms and data
amongst IT and business users [19].
For the analysis on a process level, the already existing process documentation (particularly process
models) needs to be worked through by the Business Data Steward who needs to possess a sufficient
understanding of the business process. If the output resulting from or being exchanged between business
processes or process steps, such as business documents or goods, is mapped, these entities constitute
candidates for possible business objects. In case of insufficient process documentation (additional)
interviews with Business Process Owners and Engineers are necessary to obtain the missing information
and essential business objects.
Simultaneously, from a system perspective and complementary to the identified business objects essential
data objects are to be identified by the Technical Data Steward in collaboration with Application Owners
and Data Engineers. As we learned in our action research studies, companies, particularly multinational
enterprises, dispose of a variety of different systems and applications, real-world objects are often
represented in a non-consistent way. This leads to a multitude of synonyms and homonyms inhibiting
transparency and consistency. Consequently, it is necessary to consolidate the variety and obtain a
redundant free mapping of the data objects on a system level. Therefore, application-specific data models
as well as interviews with respective Data and Application Owners are helpful information sources.
The first phase concludes with a joint consolidation of the relevant entities resulting from the first two
business tasks that needs to be executed by all Data Stewards in order to derive a consolidated and nonredundant set of information objects for definition. Hence, possible misfits between the process
perspective (business objects) and the application perspective (data objects) need to be resolved. Within
this business task further business or data objects might be detected, necessitating a new iteration of the
before-mentioned tasks.
Thereafter, the actual definitions of the essential entities are provided. Here different definition process
variants depending on the roles involved in the definition process are possible. The predefined process
variants as well as the executing roles are assigned in a first step to each of the information objects. Each
of the information objects can be specified according to the process variant it is assigned to. The sequence
then encompasses the following activities (with corresponding responsibilities):
• Provide terminological and contextual metadata on information objects (Business Data Steward),
• Define relationships to and dependencies from other information objects, assign ownership and
provide administrative metadata (Corporate Data Steward),
• Specify configuration requirements (Technical Data Steward),
• Define security level (optional) (Data Security Agent),
• Add compliance-relevant metadata (Legal Department).
When the definition of an information object is finalized, an intensive review of the results by the CDS or
a central board specifically set up for this purpose is necessary in order to ensure completeness of the

specification as well as consistency with other definitions. This emphasizes the need for governance that
emerges when information objects are to be defined on an organization-wide level. The control is needed
to reconcile terms cross-functionally with other groups in the organization who may have a different
usage of a certain term [28].
As noticed in both action research studies and expressed by the Data Stewards in the companies we
worked with, a major challenge remains the retention of the once established transparency and to keep a
good quality of the defined information objects. This is particularly true in the dynamic environment in
which companies operate nowadays: new products are launched, regulations change, mergers and
acquisitions lead to new business vocabularies. And when business changes, this may lead to definitions
which have been correct at one point in time but become obsolete over time. Hence, enterprises need to be
able to change and adapt the definitions of relevant information objects or add new ones in the most
flexible way possible [28]. This includes the possibility to issue change requests easily by the people
using these information objects and to make sure that possible conflicts are resolved and the wording of
the definition is kept accurate. The change request should be formalized by an appropriate “Request for
Change” form and process as for example described in [29]. Therefore, we included process step 3.1
which is intended to guarantee the embedding of the metadata definition and maintenance process with
the operational (meta-) data usage processes once the initial definition process is finalized.
We consider the process of establishing and maintaining a maximal transparency with the help of
metadata as a nested and iterative process within the regular processes on a data level. This means that the
triggers for transition to and from the metadata definition process need to be clearly defined. Therefore, it
needs to be ensured that the preconditions for re-entering the metadata definition process in order to adapt
and refine existing information object definitions, or integrate new ones, are regularly checked.

Metadata for Defining Information Objects
For the IO definitions in our CDD prototype a number of attributes can be maintained in order to allow
for a comprehensive and unambiguous specification with a maximum of semantic information. Regarding
this set of attributes, the question arises why we included exactly these metadata elements (and not others
as well) and whether they actually allow us a sufficient and unambiguous definition of each information
object. Therefore, we conducted an in-depth literature analysis including metadata standards in adjacent
research fields such as computer as well as library and information science where metadata play an
important role. These potentially relevant attributes were then discussed with domain experts and
complemented with further characteristics that are important from a business perspective.
[31] identified a set of metadata elements as a result of their study of 19 contemporary public standards
and specifications for document management that were considered potentially relevant. From the entirety
of stated metadata elements (i.e. attributes) the authors extracted the ones stated most often in the
standards and refined them by adding attributes from organizational needs obtained in discussion with
representatives from the domain. Most of the 14 metadata elements, so-called “core elements”, derive
from the Dublin Core Metadata Specification [11], the Australian Government Locator Service [1] and
the ISO/IEC 11179-3 and -4 (specification and standardization of data elements and formulation of data
definitions) [17, 18]. The identified metadata elements are summarized in alphabetical order in Table 1.
Besides, we included a short description and their equivalents from our CDD.
Element name

Description

Data type

Data type of a metadata element (e.g. character string)

Default value

Example

Default value of a metadata element
Short description of a metadata element; what is the content of
the element
Examples of the values assigned to a metadata element

Identifier

Unique identifier of a metadata element

Definition

CDD attribute
Data Type and Field
Length
--Definition
Potential Values
Provided by an
unambiguous name

Max. occurrence
Name
Obligation
Producer(s)
Purpose and
comments
Standard
Sub-elements

Number of values assigned to a metadata element. The
repeatability of the metadata element.
Name of the metadata element
Obligation of a metadata element: mandatory (M), conditional
(C) or optional (O)
Organization/department/team/person/role, that produces the
content of a metadata element and is responsible for it
Justification; why is this metadata element needed? How is it
used? Other comments or instructions.
Standard or specification, which defines the metadata element
in question (name of standard and element).
Sub-elements of a metadata element

--Name
--Responsible Business
Data Steward
o Rationale
o Comment
--Related Terms /
Relationship

Organization/department/team/person/role, that uses a
Validity Scope
metadata element
Name of the set of values or list of values that can be assigned
Value qualifier
to a metadata element. There can be one or more sets of Potential Values
values
Table 1: Attributes to describe metadata according to [31] and their equivalent CDD attributes
User(s)

As Table 1 indicates, we used the majority of the identified attributes for our CDD, however, we adapted
some of the elements with regard to their name and scope. The attribute “Purpose and comments” was
split into two separate items and the first renamed into “Rationale” as this represents the underlying
semantics more adequately. Attributes, such as “Max. occurrence” or “Default value”, were omitted due
to their minor relevance for our cases.
A similar synthesis was conducted by O’NEIL for the components necessary to provide a sound definition
within a glossary [27]. From this list of attributes we identified a number of further components that we
could use for the CDD in addition to the ones stated above (such as “Name” and “Examples”). The
attributes appended are:
• “Related”, “Narrower” and “Broader Term” were subsumed under the generalized / aggregated
term “Relationship to other IO” that – in our case – incorporates the relationship to other
information objects and can be a “is-a” (corresponding to a broader-narrower-term relationship) as
well as a “see also” relationship;
• “Source” was slightly changed in its naming (to “Strategic Source”) and meaning, signifying the
original source of the information object rather than the source where the definition came from; and
• “Distinguishing Characteristics” and “Synonyms” were directly transferred to our own CDD model
with the definitions as stated in [27].
The element “Replaced by” was conceptualized broader and realized in a slightly different way. It
constitutes a possible value within the CDD attribute “Status” (with Draft, Final, Approved and Retired
being other possible status values). In case of a “Replaced” status of an information object a relationship
“replaces/replaced by” has to be assigned to the attribute “Related Terms” in order to correctly map the
replacement of one entity with another.
As those studies clearly lack a specific business and implementation focus, the results could not be
transferred directly to our CDD and had to be either adapted to our specific needs (as outlined above) or
supplemented by further attributes. For this purpose we integrated the information gathered from
interviews and discussions with domain experts from our research project to allow an implementation that
serves the requirements of our project partners. This enabled us to complement the results of the literature
review with their tacit experience and knowledge of the business context.
The elements added as a result of these interviews are either relevant for implementation (such as
“Security Classification” referring to the security level etc.) or provide information for the embedding in a
specific business context (such as “Subject Area”, “Validity Scope” (of application within the

organization), “Coding and Descriptive Conventions”). The relevance of attributes addressing security
classification and encoding descriptions is also reflected in the metadata standards comparison by [7]. As
information has to be considered within the context of the processes and applications in which they are
used, the corresponding information can be maintained in the CDD under the attributes “Usage in
Processes” and “Usage in Applications”. Particularly the latter is needed within the scope of application
architecture planning and development when certain applications are to be replaced or deprecated.
Lastly, we added three attributes that specify how each information object is maintained (“Maintenance
Procedure” and Maintenance Process Documentation”) and instantiated (“Instancing Process
Documentation”) in order to help to keep the transparency and consistency on a constantly high level.
The attributes were clustered into categories based on the type of metadata. Figure 3 summarizes the
attributes that need to be defined for unambiguously describing information objects according to METIO
and illustrates the meaning of some of the attributes by the exemplary information object “Customer”.

Figure 3. Attributes to be defined for comprehensive information object description in a CDD

Two attributes of the CDD metamodel are of particular importance. Firstly, the attribute “Distinguishing
Characteristics” offers the possibility to include pertinent characteristics with specific values for each
information object being defined. The attribute should not serve as a container for all existing properties
but rather those characteristics that are specific to the information object being defined. This allows
demarcating entities of the CDD more clearly from each other. Secondly, the exact characterization of the
dependencies to other information objects is obtained by the attributes “Synonyms” (i.e. information
objects with similar semantics) and “Related Terms”. The latter is used to precisely describe the
relationship to associated entities in order to provide structural information. Consequently, these attributes
realize the added value of our CDD in comparison to simple glossaries.

CONCLUSION
The paper at hand introduced a method that is intended to enable companies to increase the transparency
and consistency among information objects on a conceptual level. The method was developed using an

action research approach based on two action research studies and an extensive literature research and is
complemented by a corresponding tool for metadata storage and maintenance (the Corporate Data
Dictionary). The method describes how relevant entities can be identified and then precisely defined. The
(positive) consequences of unambiguously defined information objects are manifold: Firstly, they ensure
a common understanding of important information objects for all entity users increasing significantly
their productivity of work due to decreased search times or incorrectly stored data. Secondly, they
directly increase data quality within an enterprise as all instances of used information objects are specified
according to a uniform and consent definition. This, thirdly, leads to a facilitated communication with
people speaking literally the same language, and helps the business make more accurate decisions [27].
And lastly, they are a prerequisite for seamless semantic integration of heterogeneous applications that
need to exchange data [19].
In the action research process depicted at the beginning of this paper, we are currently at the end of the
third step (Action Taking) of the research process, finalizing the Corporate Data Dictionaries according to
the METIO method in both real-life scenarios. The execution, as well as the Diagnosis and the Action
Planning before, were carried out in close collaboration with practitioners from the corresponding
companies and described in this article. After finalizing the adoption of our method within both
organizations, it will be essential to evaluate the results of the implemented metadata repository and the
metadata management processes, which represents an integral part of our future research. However,
experience from comparable projects shows that already the initial definition process can take a
considerable period of time (up to several years) [32]. In order to assess and prove possible benefits on
data quality we need to elaborate a metric for quantifiable evaluation of METIO. For this purpose and for
the sake of further refinement, the adoption of the method in further real-word settings is intended.
Moreover, for further research, we consider the following issues as potential areas of interest:
• Utilization of metadata for data quality measurement,
• Metadata integration in other applications that are used by the ordinary employee in order to
facilitate his work and improve the quality of his results,
• Extension towards an ontology-based, company-wide semantic web that allows for semantically
enriched, intelligent search and real knowledge management.
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